PRIVACY POLICY

Information we collect

You can visit this website without revealing any personal information about yourself or another person. On some parts of the website (such as: newsletter subscription, request call from us, contact page, questionnaire, Jivo chat etc.) you can provide us your personal information such as: name and surname, email address, phone number, country/city etc. We use this information to provide you best possible service according to your needs.

Information you give us

All personal information you provide us are stored in our central database. Information from our personal database are not available to third parties in any case. This information is used exclusively for communication and improvement of services of our clinic. Personal information means all of client data that is stored in our central database.

How we use information we collect

From all of the information we receive from you, we only use your email address for newsletter in order to share experiences, news, clinic innovations, announcements etc. with our community. All other information such as: telephone number, country/city, disease history/condition etc. are stored in our personal central database and they only can be used by our doctors and consultants.

Information we share

On our website there is a lot of testimonials i.e. video recordings of patients after treatment in our clinic. These video recordings represent the experience with treatment, service and other with Dr Vorobiev clinic. All patient experiences and reviews are available on our testimonial page. Our clinic cannot affect on publishing of the content from our website on the channels which are not under our management or control.

Transparency and choice

How we cultivate transparency, you can request from us in any time to remove all of your data from our central database, or to unsubscribe you from our email list.

Minors visitors

Before you provide us personal information about yourself, it’s necessary and obligated to get permission from your parents or guardians. Minors who do not have the approval of a parent or guardian, should not submit personal information.